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Abstract--- As vehicular networks become popular, more 
and more people want to access data from their vehicles. 

When many vehicles want to access data through a 

roadside unit than service scheduling becomes an 

important problem. to solve this problem In this paper 

we see the different scheduling algorithms and 

comparing them in terms of dead line miss rate, 

throughput and average response time and find that 

DSIN algorithm is give better performance for data 

transmission in vehicular ad hoc network. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

RSU is a stationary substance unit having wireless access 

point (Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC)
[1]

, 

memory storage and computational capabilities. As RSU 

transmission range is short and vehicles are always on the 

move, request and response time is brief as well. To achieve 

better performance in this circumstance, an RSU needs to 

provide services to the vehicles so that it can balance among 

minimum deadline miss rate, high throughput and minimum 

response time.  Road Side Unit (RSU) such as 802.11 access 

point, vehicles can access data stored in RSU.the US 

Department of Transportation has invested millions of 

dollars to integrate vehicles and RSUs and to make the 

current transportation system more intelligent.FCC 

dedicates the 5.9 GHz frequency specially allocated to 

vehicle-vehicle and vehicle-roadside communications and 

providing the Dedicated Short Range Communications 

(DSRC) standard in 2004. Later, IEEE develops several 

standards to ensure that vehicles and roadside infrastructures 

can communicate with each other. All these efforts in 

academy, government, and industry make vehicle-roadside 

data access enough to be used in our daily life. 

In vehicle-roadside data access, the RSU can act as a router 

for vehicles to access the Internet. Although this can bring 

many benefits to the drivers, the deployment cost and 

maintenance cost are very high. As another option, RSU can 

also be just used as a buffer point between vehicles. we 

focus case of RSU as a buffer point due to its low cost and 

easy deployment. In this case all data on the RSUs are 

uploaded or downloaded by vehicles. For example, some 

data, especially those with temporal constraints, only need 

to be stored and used locally. The following applications 

also belong to this case where the data are buffered at the 

RSUs, and will not be sent to the Internet. 

1) Value-added Advertisement: Store owners may want 

to advertise their sale or activity information in nearby 

area. Without Internet connection they can ask the 

running vehicles to carry and upload the advertisement 

information to nearby RSUs
[11]

. At the same time, 

other vehicles driving around can download these 

advertisements and visit the stores.  

2) Real-Time Traffic: Vehicles can report real-time traffic 

observations to RSUs. The traffic data are stored at 

RSUs 
[12]

, providing real-time query and notification 

services to other vehicles. The data can be used to 

provide traffic conditions and alerts such as road 

congestion and accidents.  

3) Digital Map Downloading: Due to the storage 

limitations of memory card and frequent road 

construction, it is digital maps before traveling. Hence, 

vehicles driving to a new impossible for vehicles to 

install all the most up-to-date area may hope to update 

map data locally for travel guidance. 

II. SYSTEM MODEL  

As shown in Figure 1, a large number of vehicles  upload 

their data from  the RSU when they are in the 

communication range. The RSU (server) maintains a service 

cycle, which is non-preemptive; i.e., one service cannot be 

interrupted until it finishes. When one vehicle enters the 

RSU area, it listens to the wireless channel. All vehicles can 

send requests to the RSU if they want to access the data. 

Each request is characterized by a 4-tuple: <v-id, d-id, op, 

deadline>, where v-id is the identifier of the vehicle, d-id is 

the identifier of the requested data item, op is the operation 

that the vehicle wants to do (upload or download), and 

deadline is the critical time constraint of the request, beyond 

which the service becomes useless. All requests are queued 

at the RSU server upon arrival. Based on the scheduling 

algorithm, the server serves one request and removes it from 

the request queue. 

 
Fig. 1: The system architecture 

[10] 
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Different from traditional scheduling services, data access in 

vehicular networks has two unique features: 1) The arrival 

request is only active for a short period of time due to 

vehicle moving and coverage limitations of RSUs. When 

vehicles move out of the RSU area, the requests not served 

have to be dropped; and 2) Data items can be downloaded 

and uploaded from the RSU server. The download and 

update requests compete for the service bandwidth. We 

assume that each vehicle knows the service deadline of its 

request. This is reasonable because when a vehicle with 

GPS device enters the coverage area of a RSU, it can 

estimate its leaving time based on the knowledge of its 

driving velocity and its geographic position
.
 

A. Performance Metrics 

We use the following performance metrics to evaluate the 

performance of different scheduling algorithms in our 

model. 

1) Deadline Miss Rate:  

It measures the percentage of requests missed the deadline 

to the total number of requests received by the RSU. If the 

deadline miss rate is low means scheduling algorithm is 

better.  
2) Throughput:  

Throughput is the number of requests successfully served by 

a RSU in unit time. Hence, if a scheduler broadcasts the 

most popular data item, many requests will be served 

concurrently and throughput increased. High throughput 

means better system performance.  
3) Average Response Time:  

The average amount of time required to get the response 

from a RSU after submission of a request. Low average 

response time initiates system is improvement.  

B. ON- DEMAND SCHEDULING   ALGORITHMS 

We adopt the following on-demand scheduling algorithms in 

our system and then compare and analysis their 

performances across above defined performance metrics. 

1) First Come First Served (FCFS) 
[4]

:This is a base line 

scheduling algorithm. It serves the requests according 

to their arrival order. We just use this to take into 

consideration the performance of other different on-

demand algorithms how far they vary from the base 

line scheduler.  

2) Most Request First (MRF)
[5]

: This algorithm works 

according to the popularity of the data item. It 

broadcasts the data item from the database which has 

the maximum popularity.  

3) Earliest Deadline First (EDF)
[6]

: EDF works 

according to the deadline of the requests. The data 

item which is requested by the most-urgent-deadline-

request in the requests waiting queue, will be served 

first. 

4) Number of pending requests Multiply Waiting time 

(R×W) 
[7]

: R×W works based on the two factors. R 

means popularity of the data item and W means 

waiting time. So, before each broadcast decision 

making, this algorithm calculates every requests 

R×W value, i.e. the multiplication of popularity of 

the requested data item and waiting time of the 

request. The request having maximum R×W value 

will be broadcasted first.  

5) Longest Wait First (LWF)
[8]

: LWF measures the sum 

of the waiting time of all the outstanding requests for 

a data item. A data item with maximum LWF value 

will be chosen for broadcasting. LWF incorporates 

directly requests deadline and indirectly popularity of 

the data item.  

6) Shortest Service Time First (SSTF)
[9]

: study the 

performance of SSTF algorithm in heterogeneous 

environment. SSTF picks out the data item from the 

requested data item according to their service time. 

The data item which needs minimum service time to 

serve will be broadcasted first, where service time is 

the time necessitated to broadcast a data item when 

the system is idle. SSTF directly depends on the data 

item size.  

7) Deadline Size Inverse Number of pending requests 

(DSIN)
[2] 

: DSIN algorithm is used in  where they call 

it as D*S/N. DSIN combines deadline of the request, 

size and popularity of the requested data item. Before 

making broadcasting decision scheduler determines 

the DSIN value of the all the requests in the waiting 

queue and serves the request which has minimum 

DSIN value. 

C. Effect on performance matrix by different scheduling 

algorithms
[10] 

1) Deadline Miss Rate:  

By building up workload, deadline miss rate increases for all 

the algorithms. When number of vehicles increases, number 

of requests generation also rises, as a consequence RSU gets 

many requests in the waiting queue. Then while RSU 

servicing a request many requests may miss their deadlines 

during that time period, hence overall deadline miss rate 

increased EDF and FCFS suffer worst when number of 

vehicles increased. This is because EDF only takes the 

deadline of the requests into account neglecting the size of 

the data item; therefore while it serves a big sized data item 

with an urgent deadline request, it takes long time to serve, 

during that time many other urgent requests miss their 

deadlines. FCFS does not consider either deadline or data 

item size so it also suffers worst. As we use INC size 

distribution here, small sized data are most popular; hence 

considering size of the data item is an important metric to 

lessen deadline miss rate. SSTF care about data item size, 

thus it has moderate deadline miss rate. R×W and MRF both 

use popularity and their modest performance almost alike. 

Although LWF does not consider data item size, its indirect 

popularity measure helps to improve the deadline miss rate 

by broadcasting small sized data. However, DSIN which 

considers deadline, size and popularity outperforms all the 

other algorithms Its association of data item size and 

deadline metrics help to achieve better deadline miss rate in 

INC size distribution. 

2) Throughput:  

All algorithms’ but FCSF and EDF’s throughput 

significantly rises with increasing workload. We do this 

experiment by setting Zipf distribution parameter at default 

0.7. Consequently, with increasing number of requests 

generation, many requests ask for the same data item and by 

disseminating that popular data item throughput increases 

dynamically However, FCSF and EDF do not consider the 

popularity, so they have not much noteworthy improvement 
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in throughput for increasing workload. By disseminating 

smallest sized data, SSTF, and popular data for long waited 

requests, LWF achieve better throughput. But DSIN 

achieves best throughput among all for disseminating 

smallest size. 

3) Average Response Time:  

Except MRF and R×W algorithms, there is no major change 

for average response time with increasing workload. With 

workload ascending high, MRF and R×W get more popular 

small sized data item for broadcasting at θ value 0.7 and 

INC size distribution, hence MRF and R×W average 

response time decreases with increasing workload. All other 

algorithms’ average response time value remain almost 

same except FCFS and EDF, their value slightly rise from 

the initial stage with high workload because they do not get 

the advantage either from popularity or small size of data 

item. Although with upgraded workload, waiting queue 

increases; DSIN, SSTF and LWF get the advantage for 

disseminating more popular small sized data item among the 

many waiting requests. Indeed they can retain their average 

response time value stable. However, DSIN can maintain 

the stable lowest average response time in high workload 

condition. 

III. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we study different scheduling algorithms and 

find that when number of vehicle increase at RSU than for 

effective data downloading DSIN scheduling  algorithms is 

good compare to all other algorithms because it has less 

Deadline Miss Rate, high Throughput & Average Response 

Time. so we use DSIN scheduling algorithms for data 

downloading at RSU. 
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